Immunoglobulin superfamily molecules in the nervous system.
Among the various types of membrane molecules involved in cell-cell interactions in the nervous system, we have focused in this review upon membrane proteins belonging to the immunoglobulin superfamily (IgSF). IgSF molecules are distinctive in that: (1) a large percentage of known neural adhesion molecules belongs to the IgSF; (2) they are homologous in structure (Ig domain), yet exhibit large variation of function in cell-cell interactions. The structure of IgSF molecules is briefly summarized in Section II, and each member of the IgSF which has been found in the nervous system is reviewed in Section III. In Section IV, we have discussed possible properties of yet-unknown nervous system IgSF molecules, on the assumption that nervous system IgSF molecules thus far discovered comprise only a small portion of those existing. Discussion is based upon an analogy with the immune system and upon knowledge of cell-cell interactions in the development of the nervous system. Our principal aims in this review are to summarize knowledge of neural IgSF molecules and to discuss the possibility that some IgSF molecules may encode in their structures instructions for recognizing, or for being recognized by, target neural cells. Further growth of knowledge of IgSF molecules may yield insights into the patterns of cell-cell interactions underlying the formation of neuronal circuits during development.